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MUPD tests bar coding system to prevent textbook theft

by REBECCAH CANTLEY given to students in criminal "The concept is great," he Stadium Bookstore Text- charged with receiving stolen 'please be on the lookout.' If a
wire editor
justice classes, Murphy said. said. "I don't know how well it book Manager Beverly Kim- property. Both charges carry stolen book is brought in,

Astruggling math student
may despise his calculus book,
but for a thief it could be an
opportunity for extra cash.
Marshall University Police
Department is testing a bar
coding system to prevent
thieves from selling stolen
books to bookstores, said
Crime Prevention Officer John
Murphy.
About 1,000 bar codes were

Snow
keeps
crews busy

Students placed the codes in
their books and filled out a
report of where the codes were
us.ed and a description of the
books. MUPD stored that
information in a computer, he
said.
When books are taken to the
bookstore to be sold, employees will ask to see students'
Mars}lall ID cards before they
check bar codes, Murphy
explained.

works yet, and that's not to
say that the codes can't be
peeled out."
Marshall University Bookstore Manager Mike Campbell
said the bookstore employees
always ask for ID when books
are sold to the store. Under
the coding system, if a student's identification card does
not match the labels,
Campbell said he would contact MUPD.

bler said employees also ask
for identification.
Murphy said anyone caught
selling astolen book could face
criminal charges with amaximum prison sentence of one
year.
"If Icatch someone selling a
stolen book, and if Ican prove
they actually stole it, they can
be charged with larceny," he
said. "If I can't prove they
actually stole it, they can be

by MARIA CHAPMAN
reporter

Snow is an early morning
problem for several people at
Marshall University.
Dr. K. Edward Grose, vice
president for operations, said
when snow is in the forecast,
he starts watching road conditions at about 3a.m.
If it is snowing, he continues to check road conditions
until 5a.m. and by 5:30, he
and the vice president for
academic affairs make a
decision on whether to close
the university.
Three options are considered for snowy weather: 1)
close the university, 2) cancel
classes but keep the offices
open, or 3) delay classes one
to two hours.
"The two options that will
get the most consideration
will be the first and the
third," Grose said.
He said university officials
notify television and radio
stations in Huntington and
Charleston when classes will
be dismissed or delayed.
in the past three years,
Grose said the university has
been closed only about two or
three days.
One reason for so few closings is the number of students living in residence
halls and in private housing.
They are close enough to
campus that they are able to
get to class when it snows.
Andrew Sheetz, roads and
grounds crew supervisor,
said the crew is responsible
for clearing streets, stairs
and handicap ramps on campus.
The crew also clears snow
from the president's house
and University Heights on
5th Avenue.
Sheetz said one to three
inches of snow means they
have to report to work by 6
a.m. If there is more than
three inches, they must come
in as soon as possible.
In November, Sheetz
orders alarge supply of sand
and salt. This }ear he has 20
tons of sand and 3,000
pounds of salt. The sand and
salt will be spread by dump
trucks and salt spreaders. It
is also distributed by hand
on ramps and stairs.
Sidewalks on campus are
cleared by machines called
Gravely Power Units. These
are self-propelled units that
have either rotary brush or
plow attachments.
The• crew has only cleaned
afew icy patches so far this
winter, but Sheetz said, "If it
happens,we're ready to go."

up to ayear in jail penalty."
About six stolen book incidents are reported to MUPD
each semester, Murphy said.
Working with Marshall's bookstore and Stadium Bookstore
on Fifth Avenue, MUPD recovers about half the number of
reported stolen books, Murphy
said.
"We have areal good rapport
with the bookstores," he said.
"We'll call them and say

they'll call us."
In addition to reporting book
theft to MUPD, students
should also fill out stolen book
reports at the university bookstore, Campbell said. The
reports provide a description
of missing books, he said.
Kimbler said the computers
at Stadium Bookstore can be
pro~ammed to alert workers

see THEFT, page 6

Distance
Learning
Local man brings books,
education to Africans
by ALYSON WALLS
managing editor

For the last six years, one Huntington man has helped
change the lives of others - one book, one building, one
word at atime.
·Not only did he design both Huntington East and
Huntington High School, as well as other area buildings,
Bill Frampton, an architect and Huntington Rotarian of 38
years, has helped build an African village and has gathered
school books to educate some 300,000 Ugandans.
Frampton, his wife Janice and several other local people,
spend their free time gathering new and used schoolbooks to
ship to Uganda for use in educational and religious missionary work.
(Above) People from the
known as the "Pearl of Africa," Uganda is abeautivillage of Jinja participate fulOnce
country about the size of the state of Oregon located on
in classroom instruction.
Lake
Victoria,
said.
Many of the books they use "The climateFrampton
is ideal and the landscape is not that much
were donated by the
different from West Virginia," he said. "There is arainy seaMarshall University
son and alot of plateaus and river valleys."
Bookstore and other
He said Uganda is about 3,500 feet above sea level, 30
schools in the Tri-State. In miles
off the equator with temperatures between 95 and 55
1992, local architect Bill
degrees. The village of Jinja, where he visited two years ago,
Frampton designed the
of about 300,000 people.
school they are seated in. has"It'as population
beautiful country, but-the people are the poorest I've
ever seen," Frampton said. The average income of aperson
(Left) Some 32 Baptist
living in Uganda is about $283 dollars, according to
Churches, like this one,
and that's what compels he and others to help.
have been built in Uganda Frampton,
"It's kind of sad to think most of the people here will be
since Frampton's visit in
within two years," he said. "About half of the country
1992. Frampton is currently dead
infected with AIDS, and others will be killed in governcollecting books and plan- isment
conflicts. That's why we want to educate them - to
ning areturn visit to Africa help
prevent the spread of diseases and massacres - to prethis summer.
vent some of the loss."
Frampton's missionary work began at Unity Baptist
Photos courtesy Bill
Frampton
see LEARNING, page 6

Faculty Senate to discuss salaries
by AMY DURRAH
reporter

Faculty salaries and aproposed sexual abuse policy are
to be covered at the Faculty
Senate meeting Jan. 29.
According to aproposed resolution, the final decision
regarding disbursement of the
Faculty Improvement Fee
(FIF) will determine if there
will be an increase in faculty
salaries.
The FIF money is generated
solely by student fees and is
used for improvements such
as salary bonuses.
The resolution concerning
FIF money, was written by Dr.
James E. Joy, professor of biological sciences.
SR-97-98-26 describes the
improvement of faculty salaries as being one of the most
important issues the senators
have considered, and the

Faculty Improvement Fee as be adequate to provide for
key to making this project a anticipated merit, market and
reality.
promotions," Joy said.
According to the resolution, "Because the money comes
"$426,847
from stuFIF dollars
dent fees,
were generthese bonusated in the
es can be
goal
for
the
six month
made withperiod of Senate is to increase out any cost
June 30,
to the state
1997 to Dec. the pay of graduate
treasury."
30, 1997.
Beyond the
Those dol- assistants... "
concern of
lars were
the faculty
enough to
salaries are
provide fall
the salaries
term acrossJ.
Wade
Gilley,
of the graduate assisthe -board
President tants
separate
on
paycheck
campus.
'Improvement' bonuses in "A goal for the senate is to
excess of $1,000 for each facul- increase the pay of the graduty member, Joy said.
ate assistants, which could
"The FIF money generated result in a reduction of the
in the period of Jan. 1, 1998 number of graduate assistants
through June 30, 1998 should in each department," said

President J. Wade Gilley.
The second topic on the senate's agenda is the new Sexual
Assault and Abuse Policy
written by the Student Conduct and Welfare Committee.
The committee has presented a recommendation to
amend the Code of Conduct
and _,dd the proposed policy.
There is not a Sexual
Assault and Abuse Policy in
effect on campus. The purpose of the policy is to help
victims legally handle these
situations.
The senate expressed that
the addition of the Sexual
Assault and Abuse Policy is
unquestionably necessary.
With the approval and
acceptance of the policy, university officials, as well as victims of sexual assault, will
have specific guidelines under
which to handle the matter.

Residence halls
will not expand
by ALISHA D. GRASS
reporter

There are no plans to
expand residence dormitories anytime in the future,
according to Winston A.
Baker, director of residence services.
For the past three or
four years, there has been
an overflow of students
registered for dormitory
living. The problem has
been handled in the past
by placing students in residence lounges and temporary rooms.
This was not the case for
some students last semester. Twenty students had
to stay at The Uptowner
Inn on 4th Avenue due to
lack of space in the dorms.

see DORMS, page 6
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Another overdose for France

2
Government
agency
i
n
vesti
g
ati
n
g
mother who gave birth 'naturally'

PARIS (AP) - France's health minister acknowledged
Wednesday that 175,000 schoolchildren had been injected with a
too-strong dose of hepatitis vaccine in 1995 - but said only afew
suffered side effects.
At ahastily called news conference after aParis newspaper broke
the story, Health Minister Bernard Kouchner sought to avert another
potential scandal over France's health system.
Page edited by Gary Hale
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LONDON (AP) - Agovernment agency is The agency said the law does not require spe-

investigating whether a woman hailed as
Britain's oldest mom for giving birth at 60
received fertility treatments instead of conceiving naturally, as she claims.
The Express newspaper said Wednesday that
Elizabeth Buttle lied about her age and identity to obtain treatment at aLondon clinic.
"She claimed to be a49-year-old called Tracy
Ann Williams," the Express quoted an unidentified clinic insider involved in the pregnancy
as saying. "She said she was awidow and that
she would very much like to have achild. You
can imagine how shocked Iwas when Isaw her
in the papers."
Dr. Susan Bates, clinical director of the
London Gynecology and Fertility Center,
refused to confirm Buttle was a patient. But
she said the clinic, which does not offer fertility treatment to women over 55, is reviewing its
selection procedures.
"At the moment, we don't ask patients for
birth certificates and we have no way of corroborating what they tell us," she said. "There
are very strict rules over patient confidentiality. We cannot contact apatient's general practitioner about fertility treatment unless the
patient gives specific consent."
Buttle, of Cwmman, Wales, gave birth to a
healthy 6lb., 15 oz. boy by Caesarian section
on Nov. 20.
The Express said she became pregnant after
in vitro fertilization treatment.
The Human Fertilization and Embryology
Authority, astate agency that licenses fertility
clinics, said it was "looking closely" at her case.

cific checks on the ages of women who seek fertility treatment, nor does it put alimit on the
age at which they can receive it. But clinics
must follow a code of practice covering issues
like the parents' ability to provide and care for
the child, and their commitment to it.
The patient's medical and social histories are
taken, and a couple's general practitioner had
to agree to the treatment, and agency
spokesman said, speaking on customary condition of anonymity.He said it was expected that
the would-be parents' ages would emerge
through the check with their doctor.
In apaid interview with the tabloid News of
the World, Buttle insisted she became pregnant naturally by her lover, Peter Rawstron,
58.
"I've never taken fertility drugs or any hormone replacement therapy," she told the newspaper.
But the Express said she paid up to $16,000
for in vitro fertilization. It was not clear if her
pregnancy involved donated eggs, the newspaper said.
"All Iknow is that she went to aLondon clinic to have athroat operation, or so we thought
at the time," said her 19-year-old grandson
Nick.
Dr. Adrian Rogers of the conservative Family
Institute called for tighter rules governing who
can receive in vitro fertilization.
"It is fairly obvious that a child born to a
mother aged 60 is likely to be going to her
funeral before he or she reaches the age of consent," he said.

Health insurance for poor children
gains support; Finances questioned
CHARLESTON, W.Va.

(AP) - Atask force trying
to provide health insurance
to some children of the
working poor on Wednesday
agreed that the bulk of the
program should be apublicprivate partnership.
But they could not agree
on whether to take ashortcut to securing federal
money by expanding Medicaid to cover the youngest
children.
Anew federal program
will give West Virginia
about $24 million next year
to cover children whose family incomes are up to 200
percent of the poverty level,
if the state comes up with
about a $5 million match
before June 30 and aplan to
spend it.
·
If the state participates
next year, it could continue
to participate for at least
five years. The federal
match could change after
two years.
The poverty level varies
according to how many people are in afamily. The level
for a family of four is
$16,056 ayear.
The new program could
cover about 16,000 of West
Virginia's 49,000 uninsured

''T

he more details we get into, the
more likely it is we will disagree."
-Bob Kiss
house speaker
children.
families and with licensed
The task force, made up of county or community health
three delegates, three sena- care facilities.
tors, and three members of House leaders, meanGov. Cecil Underwood's while, have written a bill
administration, agreed not that would establish a volto establish a new govern- unteer board to run the proment bureaucracy.
gram. The board would
They agreed the new pro- determine the benefit strucgram should use health care ture and eligibility, among
providers that already pro- other things.
vide care to uninsured chil- House Speaker Bob Kiss,
D-Raleigh, said before the
dren.
And they agreed on the task force meeting that most
concept of creating apublic- detail decisions should not
private partnership to cover be left up to the group
children between 5and 19. ' because there is not enough
They did not agree on how time during the 60-day sesto set up the partnership. sion.
Underwood has suggested I "The more details we get
contracts with insurance into, the more likely it is we
and health care networks to will disagree," Kiss said.
provide benefits for aset fee. If the task force does not
The networks would have to agree on a plan in two
contract with doctors weeks, Kiss said he would
already serving low income introduce his bill.

Ship
with
radioactive
waste
sets
sail
Greenpeace fearful terroists may seize containers or waste m~y spill into ocean
of waste fn;i.~ the
f.Mi~.
!4-f.~ Greenpeace,
- Despitea tainers
reprocessing of used Japanese
p;r;otE,ist~ f:i;olll
ship loaded with highly
radioactive nuclear waste left
a French port for Japan on
Wednesday, the first such voyage routed through the
Caribbean and the Panama
Canal.
The British-flagged Pacific
Swan left the port of Cherbourg, said Yannick Rousselot,
spokesman for Greenpeace.
The environmental group
argues the waste could spill
into the sea or be seized by
terrorists.
"The threat posed by this
shipment of high-level waste
to the environment and to people's health is unacceptable,"
Rousselot said.
The State Department said
earlier this week that the
Clinton administration wouldn't intervene in the shipment.
The United States has the
authority to block any shipments of weapons-grade plutonium through the canal, but
cannot directly block shipments of nuclear waste from
reprocessing.
The ship is carrying 60 con-

''T

reactor fuel. The reproceS'~ing,
he threat posed by this shipment of
at France's COGEMA plant,
separates plutonium from the high-level waste to the environment and
spent fuel. The waste is then
encased in glass and put into to people's health is unacceptable."
canisters for the return trip to
Japan.
- Yannick Rousse/at
France's plans to send the
Greenpeace spokesman
waste shipment through the
Panama Canal were revealed
by Greenpeace and the Nuclear Control Institute, a nuc- While spent reactor fuel fre- shipment would be only the
involving the more highlear anti-proliferation advoca- quently has been shipped on lythirdradioactive
byproduct of
ocean freighters the current
cy group.

reprocessing and the first
such shipment through the
canal.
The two previous Europe-toJapan shipments took much
longer routes around South
America and Africa after protests from Caribbean nations.
COGEMA, the French
nucle. .r reprocessing company, has declined to confirm
the route until aday after the
departure.• Lt has insisted
such shipments are safe.
Critics argue the shipment
is more highly radioactive

than spent reactor fuel and
'po es a greater threat, although all but trace amounts
of plutonium have been
removed.
Energy-poor Japan relies on
51 nuclear reactors to supply a
third of its electricity. It has
little capability to reprocess
spent reactor fuel and sends it
to Britain and France for that
purpose.
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Tomb of the Unknown may no
longerARLINGTON,
be mystery
Va. (AP) -

.P.a.ge_e_d.ite_d_b_y_R_e_b_e.cc_a_h_c_a.nt.lel ly__________________ ~

At the Pentagon, less than amile from the solemn daily ritual at
the tomb, officials were considering Tuesday whether to dig up
the half dozen bones of aveteran of the Vietnam War. DNA testing may show the previously unidentified bones to be those of Air
Force 1st Lt. Michael J. Blassie of St. Louis, whose A-37 attack
plane was shot down over South Vietnam in May 1972.
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Roe vs. Wade plaintiff fights abortion

3

Today marks 25th anniversary of supreme court decision

WASHINGTON (AP) - On the
eve of the 25th anniversary of Roe vs.
Wade, the woman at the center of the
landmark Supreme Court ruling says
she wants to see the law overturned
- either by Congress or the court
itself.
"I am dedicated to spending the
rest of my life undoing the law that
bears my name," Norma McCorvey,
the Texas woman who was the plaintiff under an assumed name in the
1973 case, Wednesday told aSenate
subcommittee hearing on Roe vs.
Wade.
"It is my sincere prayer that there
be no 30th anniversary of Roe vs.
Wade," she added. "I would like nothing more than to have this law overturned, either by an act of Congress
or areversal in the Supreme Court."
McCorvey stunned the abortion
rights community several years ago
with her announcement that she had
come to believe that abortion was

wrong.
McCorvey, who worked in several
abortion clinics, said she finally grew
"tired of the lies and deception and
decided to come out and tell the
truth."
After 25 years of legalized abortion,
"I can tell you from the bottom of my
heart that our experiment with legal
abortion has utterly failed," she said.
Abortion rights advocates, meanwhile, gathered afew blocks from the
Capitol for abreakfast that included
numerous Hollywood celebrity supporters who later would lobby the
few members of Congress who were
in town.
President Clinton reassured them
he was on their side. "I'm committed
to keeping abortion safe, legal and
accessible," he said in videotaped
remarks, "and to making it rare."
Activists representing both sides
also demonstrated in the capital
Tuesday.

''I

am dedicated to spending the rest of
my life undoing the law that bears my
name."
-Norma Mccorvey,
Plaintiff in Roe vs.
Wade
Anti-abortion activists made their
voices heard, shouting over the
speakers with their comments.
"This court stands in contempt of
the God almighty," said the Rev.
Philip Benham, Operation Rescue's
national president, pointing to the
Supreme Court. He and others
protested the event sponsored by the

National Abortion and Reproductive
Rights Action League.
Today, the actual anniversary, abortion opponents plan their annual
March for Life from the White House
to the Supreme Court.
Talking over the din of abortion
opponents protesting Tuesday's rally,
the speakers declared their support

for the landmark court decision and
described how their lives had been
affected by abortion.
Rabbi Donald Webber, whose wife
had an abortion 14 years ago, defended abortion rights in the name of religious freedom.
' When one religious position can
bully their way into America as they
are bullying their way into us today,
we are all in danger," Webber said.
At a separate event held by the
Family Research Council, abortion
opponents narrated some of their
personal encounters. Bob Kirk of
Boulder, Colo., said he endured many
years of emotional grief after a
woman he was involved with had an
abortion in the late 1970s.
"From that day on, something
changed in my emotions that affected
nfy life. l found that I couldn't be
emotionally close to my own children
anymore because of my guilt," Kirk
said.

s visit and exiles' return
Intern says she had Pope'
affair with President may mean freedom for Cubans
WASHINGTON (AP) - In dozens of
taped conversations now in the hands
of Whitewater prosecutors, aformer
White House intern says she had an
affair with President Clinton and that
he tried to get her to lie about it,
lawyers said Wednesday. An outraged
president denied the allegations.
"There is not asexual relationship,"
Clinton said firmly in aWhite House
interview. "I did not ask anyone to tell
anything other than the truth."
Prosecutors immediately subpoenaed the White House for documents
about the young woman while new
evidence surfaced that Clinton's
United Nations ambassador, Bill
Richardson, and another longtime
confidant, Vernon Jordan, arranged
jobs for 24-year-old intern Monica S.
Lewinsky.
The offers came around the time Ms.
Lewinsky prepared an affidavit in the
Paula Jones sexual harrasment case
denying an affair with Clinton - a
denial now called into question by
tape recordings secretly made by one
of her friends, officials confirmed.
Whitewater prosecutors were
already investigating job-for-silence
allegations that Jordan and other
Clinton friends arranged work for
Whitewater figure Webster Hubbell, a
former associate attorney general.
When questioned by Whitewater
investigators, Hubbell has told them
he can not recall key events.

Attorney General Janet Reno and a
federal appeals court panel approved
Whitewater Independent Counsel
Kenneth Starr's request to expand his
inquiry into the events surrounding
Ms. Lewinsky.
The young intern's attorney~ :William
Ginsburg, said'Wedn
time she stan~s by lier"liffiffliffl lt~'fi ing the affair!' Later, however,
Ginsburg suggested in atelevision
interview that her account could
change, noting that Starr has the
authority to grant immunity to
Lewinsky in exchange for her cooperation in the investigation.
"Mr. Starr's office could give her
protection," Ginsburg said on ABC.
Ms. Lewinsky is scheduled to give a
deposition Friday in the Jones lawsuit. CBS reported she planned to
invoke her Fifth Amendment right
against self-incrimination.
The developments. capped aday of
turmoil for Clinton and Ms. Lewinsky,
who was at the center of alegal and
media storm. Word of the new investigation gripped the White House and
had political figures talking of possible impeachment if the allegations
were borne out.
The investigation began when one of
Ms. Lewinsky's friends, former White '
House staffer Linda Tripp, provided
Starr with tapes in which Ms.
Lewinsky alleged the affair.

SGA Elections

HAVANA (AP) - President
Fidel Castro and multitudes
of Cuba's
hopeful
people
welcomed
Pope John
n:Paul
e beganHasa
historic
pilgrimage
John Paul Wednesday
to this island of embattled
faith and struggling revolu-·
tion.
The pope told the crowd at
Havana's airport he was praying that Cuba would become a
land of "freedom, mutual
trust, social justice and lasting peace."
Castro made clear he saw no
reason to change the course of
Cuba's revolution, telling
John Paul that "we choose a
thousand deaths rather than
abdicate our convictions."
Just minutes after landing
on what he called a "happy
and long-awaited day," the
pontiff spoke out on the U.S.Cuban standoff that has isolated this Caribbean nation.
"May Cuba, with all its magnificent potential, open itself
up to the world, and may the
world open itself up to Cuba,"
he declared in an arrival
statement.
And he firmly endorsed
what he called the "legitimate
desires" of the Roman
Catholic Church in Cuba its quest for more privileges
under Castro's communist
government.

Available Seats
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For his part, Castro and Paseo to see him," postdenounced the U.S. embargo man Jorge Luis Jimenez, 30,
as "genocide," and sought to said before his morning
identify his revolution's ideals rounds. "Everybody will be
with the church's.
out, even the ones who aren't
"Another country will not be really believers."
found better disposed to Communist party workers
understand your felicitous joined church volunteers in
idea ... that the equitable dis- tacking the pope's portrait to
tribution of wealth and soli- pa!Ih trees, telephone poles
darity among men and peo- and even the backs of bicycle
ples should be globalized," cabs across town. One was
Castro, one of the world's last even spotted on the national
communist leaders, said in Capitol, where Castro's revolutionaries once
his welcoming
declared Cuba
an
atheist
address.
nation.
The
pontiff's
Havana had
ay
Cuba
become acity of
visit, long
delayed,.•, •.•open itself to
startling contrasts - starkmu ch
anticipat- the world and may est of all the
scene at the haled, may
help set a the world open ...
lowed Plaza of
the Revolution,
n e w
where the papal
course for
procession route
t h e to Cuba.
passed towering
Cuban
rival images of
church
Pope
John
Paul
II
Christ and of
a n d
revolutionary
Cu b a
hero
Che
itself. At
Guevara.
least,
The route
JPoa hu n1
wound past
wants the church to be strong signs of the economic decay
enough to play a role in any caused by revolutionary govtransition after Castro, while ernment and U.S. antagothe Cuban president wel- nism. To many Cubans, the
comes the pope's recognition pope's visit offers aglimmer of
and any help he may give to hope.
persuade Washington to "I hope he makes an appeal
loosen the embargo.
for us against the U.S. embarWhen the pope stepped off go," said Jimenez's postal
his plane just after 4p.m., to partner, Jorge Puig Lopez.
kiss a tray of Cuban earth "That's the No. 1thing."
John Paul took on the
held up by four children, the
airport crowd launched into a embargo in a brief meeting
bouncy chant, "Juan Pablo with reporters aboard his
Seeundo! Te auiere todo el plane. Asked whether he had
mundo!" - "John Paul the a message for Washmgton
Second! Everybody loves you!" regarding the sanctions, he
The gray-bearded, 71-year- replied, "To change, to
old Cuban leader aided the change."
bent and ailing pontiff as he It was not the first time he
took positions for the speech- has spoken out against the
making and reception line. Cuban or other embargoes.
Castro may not be so solici- But State Department
tous when the two hold their spokesman James Foley
substantive session Thursday. noted in Washington that the
The pope told reporters he embargo enjoys strong supwants to hear from Castro port.
"the full truth of his country,
John Paul also told
about relations between reporters Castro's revolution
church and state."
has improved education and
Thousands of Cubans lined health in Cuba, but needs to
the 12-mile route, and the make "progress in the order of
Cuban president himself, a human freedom."
diehard Marxist-Leninist,
But the church and
urged people to turn out for the pope don't have the of
the •island's first papal visit influence theyhad in Poland,
ever.
where papal words helped
"Sure, I'll be down at 16th topple communism.

''M

..

''T

he climate Is Ideal and the landscape Is
not that much different from West Virginia."
- Bill Frampton, referring to Africa
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mKISERes relationships aren't black and white
Quick feedback SometiLoracolumnist

Q: Is playing two I-AA teams in
football good for the program?

"I think it's ashame that we have to play them.
We're doing our best to establish ourselves as
a1-A team and playing I-AA teams is going to
hinder us doing that." -Matt Powers,
Huntington sophomore
"It's kind of good to give those kinds of teams
achance. Sometimes it's good to help asmaller team out." -David Felinton, Baltimore, MD
junior
"I think with the success that we had this year,
alot of I-A schools are not willing to play us in
the near future." -Josh Seamster, Danville, VA
senior
"I think it's bad - kind of cowarding down."
-Jason Wood, Lincoln freshman

Dear Lora:
I am currently involved with two wonderful young women. One is my girlfriend
of several months; the other is a good
female friend, who lately has shown an
interest in me. Imust confess to acertain
interest in the friend, even though Istill
have great affection for my girlfriend.
The
themmain
lies difference
in their sexbetween
appeal.theMytwogirl-of
friend is shy but alluring. My friend is
outgoing and hot. Both have brains and a
developing sense of spirituality about
them. What's aguy to do?
--Helpless in Hodges
Dear Helpless in Hodges:
The main question you must ask yourself is would it be worth the risk of giving
up that stable relationship with your girlfriend for the unknown; the unknown
being aromantic relationship with your
friend? Therefore, before making any
decisions, be sure that your interest in
your friend is not aphase you are going
through, and most importantly, that you
distinguish between them more than just

on the basis of their sex appeal. Further
explore their mind and their spiritual
side so that you have abroader basis for
judgement. You don't have to act on any
emotions at this point.
But after atimely and well thought-out
deliberation, see how you sincerely feel
towards them both. If you are certain
that your interest in your friend is much
more than asimple infatuation, then perhaps
need toandhavebe ahonest
seriousabout
talk with
your you
girlfriend
how
you feel. Women will always respect and
appreciate the truth, even if it hurts.
Dear Lora:
I have been quasi-involved in a longdistance relationship for three years. I
have sworn to myself and to friends repeatedly -that Ihave not met, nor will
I ever meet someone who comes close to
this guy. Lately, I have developed a
friendship with aman who surpasses my
expectations,
andthat
desires.
The first guystandards,
understands
we can't
be together, and he has strong feelings for
me as well. My friend and I have been
close, although not intimate, for many
months and he has the same feelings for
me. What course of action do you suggest?

Let 18,000 readers know your view
Athl
e
ti
c
department
owes
apology lor dooming team by mail 1========== •1 by phone by internet
To the editor:
Troy State? Wofford? Who
are they? Many of you may
ask this question. The
answer is that they are next
~ason's football opppnents.I
1ft for class early this morning so Icould grab the
Parthenon and read the
schedule.Well, Ishould have
stayed in bed.Fact is our outstanding football team just
became mediocre.Well at
least they will next year
when they play this schedule
that my little brother peewee could dominate. Even if
the Herd goes 11-0 next season and wins the MAC will
we be ranked in the top 25?
Nope,the whole 'lation will
say "they playeu abunch of
High School teams."Whoever
arranged this sad list of
games obviously has no concern for our program, players, fans, and recruiting.
Imean who wants to go
watch us blow out TroyState
76-0? Not me. Iwill be at
home watching the teams
who havereal schedulesplay
on TV. And our players?How
is Chad Pennington going to

feel after he breaks his own
season touchdown record? He
will feel good but in the back
of his mind he will always
know it was against abunch
of third class teams.As for
recruiting? WAKE UPm&w
can we get top quality
letes to come to Marshall if
we don't play big games?
Granted if we win the MAC
again next year (and we
should) we will play in abowl
game against apowerhouse
team, but after playing our
weak schedule we will probably get blown out.
Ithink the Marshall
Athletic Department owes
the students, public, and
players an apology for ruin~g what could have been a
great season before it starts.
My advice for Chad and the
other big time players we
have is transfer to another
school where you can play
against quality competition
and better yourself. Don't
stay here and make yourself
worse by playing abunch of
candy stripers with football
pads.
Stoll2 (Internet response)
~
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--Ambivalent in Ceredo
Dear Ambivalent in Ceredo:
Well, if this first gentleman was one of
your
is understandable
you first
may loves,
have ithad
deep desires that
and
expectations of him. One of the things
that we must do to achieve ahigher level
of maturity, is look hard at ourselves and
discern what is reality and what are the
illusions we have concocted within our
mind. It's one of the toughest things to
admit that we have been wrong, especiallyourafter
ideas.making such loud convictions of
Romance requires close proximity. If
you and the first gentleman are ever in a
more ideal situation, and you have a
strong foundation from which you can
build aromantic relationship, then give it
atry, but as of right now don't put all of
your eggs in one basket.
If you possess strong feelings regarding
the second gentleman, and his feelings
are reciprocated, go ahead and see what
kind of pair the two of you would make. It
sounds
like heOneis most
worthy
of further
exploration.
last bit
of advice:
Be
sure that the way you feel about him is
because of who he is and how he makes
you feel, not because of what you expect
him to be for you.

by fax

parthenon@marshall.edu

(304) 696-:2519

Weak schedule cans for game boycotts
1I'o the editor:
Iread your opinion in today's issue of
the Parthenon. Marshall scheduling two
I-AA opponents is absolutely asinine!!! If
that is the final schedule, then next year
Iwill be on amission to boycott those two
particular home games: Troy State and
Wofford.
Ispend alot of time on the computer
and get tired of listening to the rest of the
country tell us that we aren't anything
because of our weak schedule. Now all I

have to look forward to next year is some
more of the same. Someone needs to
speak up and answer Herd fans everywhere.WHY, WHY, WHY?
Iwould love achance to play some big
name schools even if it were a 2-for-1
deal, and am sure that many other Herd
fans would agree. Instead we have people
like Mark Cohen from Wofford telling us
it should be an attraction for the fans
because of our SC roots? Ithought we left
that conference to move on to bigger and
better things. Surely this schedule is not

written in stone. Please say it ain't so...
Icall on Herd fans everywhere to make
sure the people who are responsible for
this screw up know exactly what we
think. Send letters, e-mails, flood the sta-'
dium with phone calls. Voice your displeasure. Iam, for one embarrassed. How
can I face my friends, including a
Delaware Blue Hen that I have converted, with this schedule?
"Bleeding" green in Huntington,
LisDOg5 (Internet response)

Gil ey needs to get with the program

To the editor:
Gee, Iju,,t can't wait for
that November 21 home game
against the mighty Terriers of
Wofford. You know it will
develop into an intense rivalry don'tyou? Michigan-Ohio
State? Mere chump change
compared to what MarshallWofford will develop into following this game.Now seriously, what was the administration possibly thinking? It
couldn't have been the idea of
anyonewith afathom of football common sense. Unless
weplan on having aterrible
season and needsome sort of
moralebooster for the team
goinginto theoff-season,this
gamehasabsolutely no significance.
Thepurpose of playing
inferior non-conferenceteams
(W
offord qualifies)at homeis
to fill thestadium with fans
and moreimportantly,to give
theteam achanceto work on
weaknesses and to get better
in orderto play therest of the
schedule. Younever see
Nebraska playaMAC patsy
at theend of theseason.No,
they play thesegamesat the
beginningoftheseason.
Unlesswe makeit back to

the MAC championship game,
our season is over after this
game. Even if we win against
Wofford, it doesn't mean anything since I-AA victories do
not count towards going to
bowl games.If anything,
playing two I-AA schools at
home puts more pressure on
the team to win on the road
since you need six I-A wins to
qualify for the bowls.
Iam convinced that the
administration and especially
President Gilley (as proven
by his letterto WVU last
year) is out of touch with the
realities of major college football.The reality is that we
play in the MAC and due to
stadium size and other demographics, cannot financially
offer bigpayouts for big name
teams to cometo Huntington.
We just do not have the leverage. Two for one deals are not
exactly very enticing for other
schools and it always leaves
themsusceptible to upsets
ala Purdue at Toledo. Would
wedo a2-for-1 with Wofford?
It's the same logic. If we could
pull off afew 2-for-1 deals
thengreat, we could get rid of
theother I-AA school on the
schedule. There arereasons
why only two MAC teams had

six home games last season;
it's just not coincidence. Our
fans will just have to accept
five home games as anorm
for the future.
Last year's media exposure was great, an anomaly
for sure, and as you said,
something that needs to be
built on for the future.It can
only help recruiting and the
school's visibility as awhole.
We need to concentrate on
getting WVU back on the
schedule and getting suitable
road games. As far as WVU is
concerned it is too important
of agame not to play. Their
terms are reasom•ble given
the situation. They have no
incentive to play us in
Huntington. Their stadium is
twice the size of ours so why
not let more people attend the
game? Ionly ask that they
give Marshall more tickets to
distribute. Iknow Gilley is
just looking for respect for the
school but his idea of arotating series between
Morgantown, Huntington and
Charleston was just laughingly hokey and impractical.
Concerning other suitable
road games, Ifeel they should
have two criteria, winnability
and traveling distance for

Editor's note:
Letters and columns may be edited to fit allotted space,
take out profanity, vulgarity or potentially libelous material.

fans. We need to stay away
from the elite football powerhouses that other MAC
schools offer themselves up
for sacrifice. I'm talking about
the Nebraska's, Florida's, and
other strong teams.Sure it's
exposure but losing by
blowout is humiliating for the
school and team. We need to
concentrate on recognizable
schools, for exposure and
maybe TV, but also where we
have achance to win. By this
Imean, lower division SEC
and Big Ten teams (South
Carolina, Vanderbilt, Indiana,
etc), any ACC (exception
Florida State), Conference
USA, and the Big East.They
should also be within reasonable driving distance so that
the traveling Herd can
attend.
But Iguess Iam unreasonable. Gilley must have
more insight than me. Let's
reward Herd fans with six
home games! After all,
according to him, they really
do like watching the all
important Marshall-Wofford
gridiron war in the freezing
cold.
Joe Guttmann
graduate student
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Spring Fest and psychic fair to come in April

Acarnival, laser tag and ahypnotist are among activities planned for students
by BUTCH BARKER
reporter
Students can look forward
to an array of activities to
come their way this semester.
Jessica A. Johnson, Huntington sophomore and president of Student Activities
Programming Board (SAPB),
said the annual Spring Fest,
scheduled April 13-19, will be
amajor event.
The festival will include a
carnival fully equipped with
clowns, balloons, animals and
prizes.
"Students can participate
for free and take away something with them," Johnson
said. "Student satisfaction is

the most important aspect."
P. Andy Hermansdorfer, director of student activities and
greek affairs, said many activities presented before were
scheduled again because of
their success.Among those are
virtual reality games, game
shows, laser tag, and Fun
Flicks~where participants can
direct a music video starring
themselves.
Johnson said laser tag was a
huge success, but many students were turned away after
showing up late after evening
classes were finished.
To keep that from happening
again, the SAPB has scheduled the laser battle for earlier
in the day.

Police blotter
The Marshall University
Police Department kept
busy this past week responding to incidents involving theft, public intoxication and vandalism.

pects.
Police also received a
call about the Henderson
Center being vandalized. A
witne" reported seeing a
baseball-sized hole in one
of the windows at 7:34
p.m. Police say they have
no suspects,

1/161M

1/17198

by BLAINE MULLINS
reporter

Police arrested Brent Polle~ arrested James
crmlnillo, 19, who is not Maxey, 24, of Huntington,
enrolled at the university, who is not enrolled at the
during a routine traffic university, after reportedly
·stop.
observjng that he was
The incident occurred at intoxicated,
3:09 a.m. at the corner of The incident took place
18th street and 5th Ave- at 5:30 a.m, at the Student
nue, Capt. Jim Terry, inter- Center.
Im director of the police Police say that Maxey
department, explained that was confronted while
the
arresting officer de• reportedly trying to gain
tected the presence of access to the south side of
alcohol after Ciminillo was the student center. Maxey
stopped. Terry said Cim- was charged with public
i~dof alcohol
a;roeasurabt,:
if1Up(lofpa,tmarijuana,
,l<>O lf!S' poOesamount
In his sion
system
~1
Police Issued three juve. Police first arrested Cim- nile petitions shortly after
iniUo for driving while atheft was reported in the
intoxicated and also re- Henderson Center.
portedly found marijuana. The Incident took place
He was charged with DUI, at 8:12 p.m., and the Vic~
driving on a suspended tims stated that several
license and marijuana items were removed from
possession.
their unattended book•
Police received a call bags.
.
Friday in which avehicle Adescription of the $US•
was reported damaged on pects was given, and
campus. The incident took police located them 15
place between 5p.m. and minutes after the incident
5:30
p.m. on the SLot. The with some, of the items on
front bumper of a 1997 them. Three juvenile peti•
Jeep was damaged. Po- tions were signed for farlice say they have no sus- ceny.

"We scheduled the games
earlier to allow an even flow of
people," Johnson said. "We
hope to accommodate those
who were left out last time."
Aline of new activities are
planned during the Spring
Fest as well. Students will
have the chance to experience
hypnosis and have their
futures told. Hermansdorfer
said ahypnotist is scheduled
along with fortune tellers in a
psychic fair.
Students can also anticipate
a major band, comedian and
lecture series to visit campus
this semester.
Although the prospects are
still unofficial, the SAPB
hopes to bring in aband every-

one will be pleased with.
With the success of nationally-known criminologist Jack
Levin's lecture last semester,
the SAPB plans to invite more
well-known lecturers. These
lectures are designed to add a
little education to student
activities.
"We would like to cross a
student's social life with academics in hope to benefit both
sides," Johnson said.
Hermansdorfer said most
activities are scheduled to
begin in March, but some
activities may come up before
then. Exact dates and times
will be announced in time for
students to participate in particular events.

Financial aid provides
more than $6 million
by AMY SHULTZ
reporter
Students shared more than
six million dollars in scholarships, grants and loans for the
spring semester.
The checks were dispersed
on the first day of spring
classes. This semester's timeliness in getting the money
out allowed students to use
the financial aid to pay for
books and school supplies.
"Usually, the checks are
mailed or directly deposited
into the students' checking
accounts on the fourth day of
the semester," said Barry A.
Beckett, bursar.
The financial aid checks
were either mailed to the students' residence or directly
deposited into the students'
checking account on January
12. By using the direct deposit
method, the students' money
was accessible on the first
mdfning of classes. Otherwise, .the students received
the' check through the mail.

"Students can have the
financial aid directly deposited into their checking account.
All they have to do is bring in
avoided check and authorization and we can send it
straight to the bank," said
Beckett.
Using this method, students
do not have to worry about
their checks coming in the
mail and depositing them
themselves. Approximately
20 percent of the students
receiving financial aid choose
to use this system.
Thirty days after the semester began, still more money
will be released in financial
aid. First time freshmen did
not receive their checks on the
first day of classes. A30-day
rule accompanies financial aid
given to all first time freshmen. However, Marshall University is not responsible for
the inconvenience.
"The 30-day rule is agovernment regulation, not a just
policy of the university,"
Beckett said.

by CASSIUS HARRIS
reporter
They're in their early 30s.
They are carrying grade point
averages between 2.5 and 3.0.
And they are mostly parttimers.
They are students in the
Regents B.A. Degree program,
and their numbers in the fall
semester were greater than at

any other period in recent
years.
Daniel Holbrook, coordinator of the program, said 398
people took advantage of their
program during the fall
semester, including 108 full
time and 290 part time. Figures for the spring have not
yet been compiled.
Holbrook said the number of
graduates has also increased
in the past two years.
In 1995, a total of 112 students graduated from the program and in 1997, 134 students graduated from the program.
The program provides non•
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Yeager scholar search
completes first round
by ERRIN JEWELL
reporter
One hundred high school
students have made it
through the first round in
the search for the Society of
Yeager Scholar's Class of
2002.
The 100 semi•finalists
were chosen from apool of
185 applicants from across
the Eastern United States.
After being interviewed
at locations near their
hometowns, some of the
semi-finalists will be invited to Marshall University
at the end of February. The
students will tour the campus, meet faculty members
and current Yeager Scholars, and be re-interviewed.
The students will also be
invited to participate in
campus activities.
Over half of the semifinalists will be eliminated
from the competition, and
thirty-two finalists will be
chosen. Eventually, 11 students will be named to the
Yeager Class of 2002.
Martha Woodward, executive director for the John
R. Hall Center for Academic Excellence, said 48 of
the semi-finalists are from
West Virginia
"This year, we have an
unusually high number of
students from the area,"
Woodward says. "We have
never had this many semifinalists from West Virg•
inia."
Woodward said that previously, the number of applicants from West Virginia
has been much lower than
the number of applicants
from other states.
Woodward said the increase in the number of
local applicants can be
attributed to an increase in
the quality of educational
standards in West Virginia
highrr schools.
~

never had this
many semifinalists from
West Virginia."
-Martha
Woodward,
executive director for the John
R. Hall Center for
Academic
Excellence
Students must have a
minimum ACT score of 28
or aSAT score of-1260, and
a 3.5 high school grade
point average to apply for
the scholarships.
They also must be active
in their schools and communities and possess
strong leadership skills,
Woodward said.
If chosen to be Yeager
scholars, the students will
receive many benefits,
Woodward said.
"The 11 students chosen
to be Yeagers will receive
full payment of tuition and
fees, as well as one half
room and board, astipend
for books, and the use of a
personal computer," Woodward said. "They will also
be given $4,000 to study
abroad, and a mentor appropriate to their majors."
Yeager Scholars are required to maintain a 3.5
grade point average, and
enroll in aseries of Yeager
seminars that replace traditional core ;requisites,
Woodward said. '" '

Program helps non-traditional students receive degree

GET MONEY
FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every fees. They even pay aflat rate
year Army ROTC awards for textbooks and supplies.
scholarships to hundreds of You can also receive an allowtalented students. If you anceofupto$1500eachschool
qualify, these merit-based ~1:ADERSH11, year the scholarship is in
scholarships can help you
effect. Find out today if
pay tuition and educational
you qualify.

. ,_,.t-:-'.,

ARMY ROTC

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For Details,visit 217 Gullickson Hall or call
CPT. Black at 696-6450

34 to 35 years old. Holbrook
said, "Only asmall amount of
students are getting degrees
for personal reasons, but most
of them are here to get a
degree to help them get promoted in their jobs. Many of
the students have an associate
degree."
In order to be admitted into
the program, students are
required to have graduated
from high school for at least
four years or more.
The cost of admission is the
same as the cost for regular
students.
The general admissions re•
quirements from the Marshall University Undergraduate Catalog must be followed
by people entering the Regents B.A. Degree program.
If the student has attended
college or any other institution
of higher learning, they must
submit official transcripts of
all previous college work to
Student Orientation Advisors
the RBA office. Students with
for
Summer
1998
than 26 semester hburs
All Positions: May 26-luly 10 and August 19-23 fewer
have to send a high school
Earnings approximately $675 per month plus
transcript forward.
If the student has never
room and board and hourly wages for August
attended college, they must
dates.
submit
the Marshall UniverWhat you will be doing:
Undergraduate admission
*Attend and actively participate in Orientation Leader sity
application form with transcripts of high school grades or
training and development programs
GED scores to the admissions
*Assist with organization and Implementation of
office.
orientation and registration activities
The students are required to
*Acquaint new students with campus services, activi- take
128 credit hours. Of
ties, facilities, and the university environment
those, 40 must be upper divi*Give campus tours
sion (300-400 level) classes
QuaIifications:
and 36 hours must be in general education classes.
*Be a"people" person and want to help
The students are also re•
new students and their families
quired to take 24 hour resi*Be an undergraduate student in good
dency hours to enroll at
academic (minimum 2.5 cumulative GPA)
Marshall or other West Virand disciplinary standing
ginia state colleges.
*Must be reliable, responsible, confident, flexible,
The students can take whatdisplay awillingness to help, and demonstrate
1 ever classes they want to take
good communication skills
as long as they have taken the
prerequisites.
Application Deadline:
Also, students can go to
January 30, 1. 998
graduate school as long as
Where to find applications:
they have taken the required
classes for that graduate proOrientation Office, MSC BW 14
gram.
Admissions Office, Old Main 125
traditional age students an
opportunity to receive a degree.
The program is de!dt,ied for
adults who have received col•
lege credit, but failed to
receive a bachelor's degree
because of work or other
responsibilities. The program
is also for adults who never
went to college.
The Regents B.A. Degree
program is a statewide program that was started in the
mid -1970s.
The degree is similar to a
bachelors degree except there
is no major or minor. The
average age of the students is

ALL Residence Hall front desks
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when a possible stolen textbook is returned.
But, Murphy said if employees in the bookstores have no
way of identifying the book or
linking it to a student, the
chances that astolen book will
be recovered are low.
"They [bookstore employees]
will look if astudent can identify the book, but it's nature
not to look too hard for something if you can't identify it
anyway."
Even students who have bar
code labels should place other
distinct markings in books,
Campbell said.

• DORMS
from page one

All students were placed in
the dorms by late October
after several students left the
dorms for numerous reasons,
Baker said.
Often students decide to
move off campus during the
first few weeks of school.
"Students sometimes get
homesick after a certain
amount of time in the residence hall and as those students left, we were able to
bring students in from the
Uptowner," Baker said.
There are no definite plans
to build new dormitories,
however, residence services
staff have been working on
improvements in all dorms to
ensure students have clean,
satisfactory living quarters.
Laidley Hall has recently
been carpeted and there1 are
plans to close Buskirk Hall

I always recommend that
you write your name on the
pages of your birth date," he
said. "Some students say, ' I
used yellow highlighter.' That
doesn't tell us much, because
every student does that."
Murphy said students
should also record the descriptions and authors of their
books.
Most books are stolen
around finals week, which is
difficult for students who need
their books to study, Murphy
said. The officer suggested
taking away athief's opportunity to prevent book theft.
this summer for some minor
repairs such as painting,
replacing ceiling tiles and
possible placement of area
rugs. This was done in TTE
last summer and Baker said,
"we plan to do more."
In addition to two new
lounges, new air conditioners
were placed in TTW and TTE.
Furniture also was replaced.
"The number of students
enroiled in dorms varies from
semester to semester and to
build another dormitory for
60 students would not be cost
efficient," Baker said.
Funds for repairs are generated through residence services. There are about 2,000
students in the dorms each
school year and with the constant usage, there is a need
for constant care. Baker said,
"We have aprofessional staff
to keep them up everyday,
and tlie students are more
satisfied than ever."

Candl
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i
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g
servi
c
e,
symposi
u
m
remember
leader's characteristics
by LISA SOPKO
reporter

Candles
were lit
Tuesday
evening not
only to celebrate
birthday theof
Rev. Dr.
Martin
Luther King
Jr., but to
also recognize
the se-ven characteristics he
exemplified.
This was just one of the
events included in the fifth
annual Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Symposium
for Marshall University and
the community.
Other events ranged from a
religious brunch to a traditional march, which was followed by a memorial service
in honor of the slain civil
rights leader.
The Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity performed the Greek
Lighting Ceremony. "We do
this as away to not only honor
Dr. King for his achievements,
but as away to honor him as
our brother," said Harvey
Austin, fraternity president.
Intelligence, honor, leadership, non-violence, sacrifice,
equality and perseverance are
King's seven qualities that
were remembered in the can-

The notion's leader in college
marketing is seeking on energetic,
entrepreneurial student for the
position of campus rep No soles
involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards for companies such
as American Express, Microsoft
and Columbia House
• Fabulous earnings
• Port time job
• Choose your own hours
• 8-1 0hours per week

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800-481-2434 Ext. 4444

dle lighting service.
The Alpha Phi :Afptrn:
Fraternity motto states that
"Being first is not a c01
dence, it's a characteristic".
"Dr. King was the first of his
kind, and you can see that in
the legacy of Dr. King," said
Lateef Saffore, an Alpha Phi
Alpha graduate advisor.
Following the Greek
Lighting Ceremony, Dr. Paul
Whear conducted the
Marshall University Chamber
Orchestra in an elegy performed in King's memory.
The music portrayed an
image of ·the struggles and
battles King dealt with, and
finished with amelody of victory and success.
' This has been the most successful year for the symposium," said Dr. Rainey Duke,
co-chair for the Martin Luther
King Jr. Symposium Planning
Committee. "Everything has
been so pro-active."
NAACP board member
Steve Clemmons also said he
thinks the symposium has
been a great success. However, he said he would like to
spark more community awareness and get people more
interested in the events. "I
am a community volunteer,"
Clemmons said. "I do this for
the personal satisfaction as
well as for the hope in leading
our youth to get involved in
the future."

Students examine Post-Modern ideas

by CHRISTA M. STEWART affects everything from film
reporter
studies to history to architec-

"Post-what?"
That's the reaction most
students would probably have
if you asked them about postmodernity. But Jeffrey L.
Powell, an assistant professor
of philosophy at Marshall, is
offering aremedy.
Powell has organized aconference titled "What is Postmodernity?" The conference
will be in the Shawkey dining
room in Memorial Student
Center Thursday and Friday
from 1to 5:30 p.m.
Powell says post-modernity
affects students every day, but
not always explicitly. He says,
"I doubt that anyone can get
through a class at Marshall,
an English literature class,
without this idea of postmodernity entering the classroom."
But the influence doesn't
stop at English literature.
Powell says post-modernity

ture.
He also says there is no universal definition for postmodernity.
"I think what people will
find is that it means different
things for different disciplines," he says.
Accordingly, the conference
is divided into several different sessions each day. It will
cover post-modernity's influence on topics ranging from
Vietnam to feminism.
The Keynote Address will be
given Thursday at 3:30 by
Michael B. Naas. Naas is the
Associate Professor of
Philosophy at DePaul
University in Chicago. He
has translated several works
by Jacques Derrida and has
studied with him in Paris.
Powell says that Derrida is
one of the two people most
closely associated with postmodernity. The other is
Michel Foucault.
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Church in Ashland, where
Frampton's sister and brother-in-law, Maybelle and Claud
Messinger, attend.
The church's minister,
Harold Cathey has been a
missionary in Uganda for the
last eight years. In 1991 he
wrote Frampton aletter asking him to design a village,
schools, churches and aseminary for the people of Jinja.
Frampton began the designs
and decided to visit Africa in
1992. He flew from Boston to
London to Cairo to Nairobi,
and then caravaned to
Uganda with the supplies.
"The trip to the village of
Jinja in the rift valley took
about 12 hours, walking and
canoeing," Frampton said." It
is beautiful, open space, and
rm very exc1 eif to go back."
While in Uganda, Frampton
stayed with Cathey for two
weeks and toured the countryside, villages, and different
sites where he had designed
schools and churches.
Frampton said although he
developed the basic site plans,
and helped with some of the
actual building, the people
hand-made bricks for the
buildings.
In all he designed four
churches,
fourmen
schools
seminary for
who and
wantoneto
become ministers. He said
about 32 Baptist churches
have been established in Jinja
since 1992.
Frampton also attended a
Jinja Rotary Club meeting,
where members asked him to
participate in aproject to get
600,000 textbooks, for children in grades kindergarten
through college, into the country.
"In 1970, the dictator of
Uganda burned all of the
books and killed 1million of
his own people," Frampton
said. "He didn't want them to
be educated, and that's why
they need books."
In 1992, Frampton came

back to the United States and
began collecting books from
local boards of education in
Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia
and Pennsylvania, which he
stored at his sister and brother in law's Christian television
station in Ashland.
' We collect books for aperiod of years, then ship them
over all at once," Frampton
said. ' We also receive books
from book warehouses here in
the state. I have a station
wagon, and I've made about
140 trips to the TV station in
Ashland with it packed completely full."
Three years later, Frampton
helped send 45,000 books to
Uganda, followed in 1996 by
another 45,000, for the Rotary
club to distribute about 150
schools. Many people helped
Frampton load the books into
ahuge truck, including Linda
Holmes, director of Alumni
Relations at Marshall.
Since the Ugandans do not
have any books, we want to
help them achieve an education, Frampton said. "It doesn't make a difference over
there if the books are considered old and outdated here.
For the last year, Frampton
has been collecting books and
now has about 360,000 books
in storage. He said it's easy to
collect the books, but getting
the money to ship them is a
problem.
The cost of sending a container of 45,000 books is about
$11,200, which he raises
through donations from the
Huntington Rotary Club, individuals and businesses.
"I just think it's agood project to help the children and
adults get an education," he
said. "Most people live out in
the bush, but they are very
enthusiastic about learning."
Frampton said about 10,000
Bibles were distributed to the
people, who tore out the chapters and passed them on to
others.

Post-Modernity Conference Events
Thursday, January 22:
• 1 p.m. Introductory Remarks, Professor Jeffrey
Powell, philosophy.
• 1:30 p.m. "Thirteen Ways of Looking at aPost-modern Novel," Professor Nany Lang, English.
• 2:30 p.m. "Umbilicals," Professor John Van Kirk,
English.
• 3:30 p.m. Keynote Address: "Post-modern
Hospitality?" Michael B. Naas, professor of philosophy,
DePaul University.
• 4:30 p.m. "James Joyce, Samuel Beckett, and
(Post)modernism," Professor Terrence McQueeny.
• 5:30 p.m. "Vietnam: ACrisis in Ideology, Self, and
Representation," Debbie Freidin, English/German.

Friday, January 23:

• 1 p.m. "The Tarnished Trowel: APost-modern
Perspective of Archaeology," Professor Nicholas Freidin,
anthropology.
• 2p.m. "Oedipus Wrecks (and Other Calamities) on
the Lost Highway," Bob Brumfield and Kris Clifford, philosophy.
• 3p.m. The Feminist Post-modern: "(Re)thinking the
Body Feminine," Breece Mannon, English. "The
Standard of Beauty: Wearing the Intellect in the 1990s,"
Stacie Coates-Anburgey, English.
• 4:30 p.m. "Nietzsche and Post-modernity," Professor
John Vielkind, philosophy.

Photo courtesy of Bil Frampton

Bill Frampton's son-in-law, Louis Hagan, helped load books
onto atrailer for shipment to Uganda via airplane in 1996.

"They really have received
us well," Framp~o:r;i. said.
"They are a loving people. I
felt safe, even though there
were small uprisings all the
time. I wasn't afraid. That's
the nature of people - the violence depends on whatever
government is in power. Now
they have aChristian dictator
who allows them to have these
books distributed."
Frampton also said he saw
caribou, but there were no
other wild animals around the
village during his two-week
stay.
said heto ship
was
makingFrampton
arrangements
more books and arrange
another trip this summer
through an international
Rotary program.
' The gratification I get just
knowing I'm helping someone
get an education has changed
my whole life," Frampton

said. "It's anew way oflife for
them.
we take... you
so many
things Here,
for granted
really have to experience other
peoples' situations to have a
complete understanding of the
larger perspective of life and
the things which are really
important. Most people will
never have the chance to experience that, and I'm just
thankful Ihave."
Frampton said he has a
slide presentation of his experiences in Africa which he presents to local clubs, businesses
and schools. ' When you see
people getting interested in
helping, it makes it all the
more worthwhile," he said.
Those interested in donating books or making donations
for book shipments may send
contributions to: Huntington
Rotary Club, P.O. Box 1311,
Huntington, W.Va., 25715.

Someone
•
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Football schedule released

t-

T

Tuesday afternoon, Athletics Director Lance West released the 1998 football
schedule which was consistent with Parthenon reports. According to apress
release from the Sports Information Office, West said, "We had tremendous difficulty with this season's schedule because of the inherent challenges with
Division I-A schools scheduling non-conference games several years in
advance. West also said the Troy State, Wofford and South Carolina games will
give the Herd media exposure in the south, an important recruiting region. West
said "Many Division I-A opponents are not interested in playing at Marshall
because of our incredible record at home." Games with Michigan State, Florida
and Temple are scheduled for future seasons, he said.
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High participation expected Goll team signs newrecruits,
for new intramural season prepares for spring season
Page edited by Carley McCullough
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by ANDY BALLARD

Sport Registration
Registration
Play Time
reporter
Opens
Closes
Begins
It's time to chalk up Pickleball Doubles Jan.12 Jan.20 Jan.21 3:30 pm
the pool cues and Racquetball Doubles Jan. 12 Jan.20 Jan.21 6pm
strap
on those shin Racquetball Singles Jan.12 Jan.21 Jan.22 3pm
guards.
Wrestling
Feb.9 Feb. 18 Feb.23 5pm
Billiards and in- Swim
Feb.9 Feb. 18 Feb.26 5pm
door soccer arc two of IndoorMeet
Soccer
Feb. 16 Feb.25 March 2 4pm
the 13 intramural
sports available this Bench Press
Feb. 16 Feb.25 March 3 4pm
semester.
and
Power
Lift
Tom
Lovins,
direcBilliards
Feb.23
March 4 March 12 5pm
tor of Recreational Volletall (3 on 3) March 16 april
1 April 2 3:30 pm
Sports and Fitness Hula
oop
Golf
April
6
April15
20 3:30 pm
Activities said he has Volleyball (6. on 6) March 16 April 1 April
April 2 3:30 pm
made
beneficial
additions to the intramur- Two Ball Hula Hoop April 6 April 16 April 20 3:30 pm
al program.
Lovins said, "I
believe that participarticipate in the Discover fraternity and open divisions
pation will be very good this toCard
program. Discover is has increased, the number of
semester, even for apredomi- sponsoring
two sports
from the residence halls
nately commuter school."
semester-, indoor
soccer this
and teamsfallen.
One
of
the
reasons
Lovins
basketball,
and gives the uni- hasLovins
"Participation
has such apositive outlook is versity achance
to earn up to has taken said,
a nose dive in the
the
reinstatement
of
the
$2,000
for
recreational
sports
residence
halls
the fruslast
wrestling program.
several years. It'over
s very
Last year, the recreational activities.
The
intramural
sports
protrating
to
know
that
we
have
sports office conducted aspe- gram is divided into four divi- fifteen floors in Towers and
cial
day wrestling
event sions: fraternity, open, resi- they field only three or four
whichoneLovins
called an "overdence ha1l and women's divi- teams."
, .,helming success." Based on sions.
has already
the turnout, it was added to Points are awarded in most closedRegistration
for pickleball doubles
the spring semester activities activitie~ which goes toward and racquetball
singles, douthe
President'
s
Cup
race.
The
schedule.
bles and coed doubles.
President's Cup is the trophy Wrestling
Another addition this spring given
and swim meet are
to point
the team
with
the the next intramural
isMarshall
the Discover
sports
total
in
each
University, Sports.
along highest
with
registration
beginning
division.
·
with
99
other
campuses
across
Feb.
9.
the country, has been selected While participation in the
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classifieds
I.__Fi-'-o_r_R_;__en_t_ ___.l IHelp Wanted IIMiscel/aneous I
the

Fountain
Square
Apt. 321 5th Help Wanted .....Men/Women
Ave.
1BR-all
electric-kitchen
$375 weekly
furnished-off
street
parking- earn
assembling
Medicalprocessing/
I.D.
Cards
carpet-air
conditioning-newly
atyour
home.
Immediate
openings,
r;>ainted-water
paid-No
Petslocal
area.
Experience
un$325/month
plus
$300
secunecessary 1-541-386-5290
, will train. Call
rity deposit-1years
-call Medicard
Ext.
523-9321
after6pmlease
525-1329
118M
Southside1bedroom-large
living room- glassed-in
breal<- $300-$500 Distributing {'hone

For Sale

Services

reporter
The Big
Gr e en
enters the
spring golf
season
with a little luck o'
the Irish
this year.
Stephen
Hood, of Belfast, Ireland, is
Coach Joe Feaganes newest
recruit to what he believes a
championship team.
Originally intending to
follow two friends to the
University of Toledo, Hood
experienced afew delays in
NCM paperwork costing
him potential scholarship
funds.
On atip from acolleague,
Feaganes made Hood an
offer sight unseen based
upon his winning reputation
in European tournaments.
Hood accepted Marshall's
offer on the grounds that it
was
more timely and appealing.
"Marshall has a better
athletic program", Hood
said.. "It's more in-depth,
offers greate:::- levels of
opportunities and better
facilities."
Hood has had several
practices with his team and
said they are developing a

Dolen's
Rent byA&A
Day,Auto
Week,Rental
or

Month
Insurance
Replacement
2146
3rd
Ave.
523-9321
BestSpringbreak
Hotels, Lowestlocations.
Prices,
All
Florida,
C-ancun,
etc. orfrombe
$89,
register
your
group
our
rep. Inter-Campus campus
programs
www
.1cpt.com 800-327-6013
Gov'tpennies
Foreclosed
homes
from
on s$1.
Delinquent
Tax,
Repo'
,
REO"s.
Your area.
Toll Free800-2189000
Ext.
H-2317
for
current
listings.
Free Cash Grants!Business.
College.
Scholarships.
Medical
Bills.
Never rei:,ay.
Toll
Free
800-218-9000
Ext.
G-2317

cards.
necessary
.ForNomoreExpenence
information
send
aself-addressed
stamped
envelope
to:
Primetime
Communications,
P.O.
Box
694355,
Miami, FL 33269-1355
Excellent stuffing
Extra Income
Now!
Envelope
-$600-$800
1Bedroom
efficiency
every
week FreeInc.
Details:
SASE
452
5th
Ave.$275
month
plus
to
International
1375
Coney
deposit-all
utilities except elec- Island Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11230
tric paid.525-7643
you inBabysit
our 9
452
5th
Ave.unfurnished
yr.StudyoldWhile
daughter
our
home.
4plusbedroom
$500
per month
$5.25/hr.
4days/week
2:30-6:30.
utilities
plus
deposit
call
Good Car required. 523-2141
evenings 525-7643
Cars
fromChevys,
$175
Money
For Rafting
Fun Progressive Seized
Near
Ritter
Park
spacious
Porsches,
Cadillacs,
Whitewater
1-2-3water$475-$550/month
bedroom -Free heat dedicated
BMW'
s4WD'
, Corvettes.
Also
toexceptional,
creating Company
adiverse
and
Jeeps,
s
.
Your
area.
staff
seeks
outgo525-0978 or 634-8419
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.TollAingindividuals
forguides.
seasonal
em- 2317
ployment
a
s
raft
Fluency
Furnished
4room &for
bath2 maforeign language amajor Spring Break Bahamas
utilities
paidApt.
$400/month
plus. NoNORTH
experienceAMERICAN
necessary. Party Cruise! 6Days $279!
plussecuritydep.
1132
Minton
Street-522-2886 or 614-867- Contact
Includes Great
Meals,beaches
Parties
RIVER
RUNNERS,
P.O.1-800Box &Taxes!
8846
81,
Hico,
WV
25854
Nightlife! Leaves
from &
950-2585
E-MAIL:
Student
Parking
$50
Spring
South
Florida!
raftnarr@aol.com
EOE
Semester 697-2532
springbreaktravel.com1 -800$750-$1500/Week Raise 678-6386
ParkingSemester
Spaces available
for aEarn
lneeds
the money
your
student
group
Spring
1/2
block
Cancun
&Jamaica
Spring
by sponsoring
a VISA
from
campusBlvd.
-51/2
alley
and Fundra1ser
Break Specials!
7Nigflts
air
on&your
campus.
No &hotel
Hal
Greer
call
anytime
$459!
Save
$150
on
investment
very
little
time
523-3764 or 528-7958
food,
drinks!
Panama
City
needed.
There'
s
no
oblig
ation,
so
South Beach
$129
why Call
not call1-800-323-8454
for infonnationx95to- $139,
MU
2bedroom apt. all day.
springbreak.com
800-678utiliiesAreapaid.
6386
Vacant
Now! call 522-4780. ORIENTATION LEADERS Florida
SpringRoomBreak!
wantedinfo,for pick
summer
I998.cnpFor Panama Citv!
Apartment
3BRto 3BA
with
ing someone
take needover more
Kitchen $139! Florida'
s$129
New
tion/application
inupjob
BWl4dcsMSC.
lease
$31
Ol
m
o
everything
Hotspot-South
Beach
!
except
phone
2112
St.
Bars
open
until
Sam!
Cocoa
Anthony'
s
Place
Apt#11
Beach-Hilton
$179!
522-0477
springbreaktravel.com 800Drafting
table and lamp. 678-6386
R
yan Armfurn.
s1BR
w/w
carPet w
00d·L00 ksa Imostnew. $75 ADOPTION: We can
Kitchen
A/C,
Laundry
Facilities, Parking 523-s61 5 Exercise Bike-$50. 697-5103 givebaby aloving family and
asonbright
adopted
App leg rovew/w carpet,
2 BR
wantsfuture.
to be aOurbigpaid.
brother.
Townhouse
A/C
Med/Leg.
expenses
Call
Pete
and
Efaine
1-800-883Kitchen
Furnished,
Parking
0302.
523-5615
RESEARCH
WORK
or
term
papers written
Summer
onBeach
HiltonService
Head IS.,is
librarian.
Fastbyandprofessional
Call
614-532-5460
forefficient.
info. S.C.
lookingShore
for803-785-3494
the summer
season
call
for
more information
fast
nook-dining room- kitchen
furnished-skylight-central
heat
&
air-water
paia-No
Pets$500
per
month
flusyears
$400lease
security
deposit
call 523-9321 after 6pm
525-1329

by CHRIS HAGY

by
SCOTT
PARSONS
columnist

To Most Thundering Herd
fans the news was like the
cancellation of the Brady
Bunch: Expected, but still
hard
to take. Thes urban
news was
that Huntington'
leg-

strong rapport.
"I get along very well,"
Hood said. "Their a good
bunch of lads. I'm looking
forward
to the three weeks
of pre tournament
qualifiers. It should be fun."
Aaron Williams, from New
Boston, Ohio, has also
signed on to the team
recently.
Williams has been named
all-state three times and
has been Southern Ohio
Conference Player of the
Year four times during his
time at Glenwood High
School. He will join the team
in Fall 1998.
The team as a whole,
Feaganes believes is ready
for acompetitive season, he
said.
"Last fall. ..well, there's
only one way to sum it up,"
Feaganes said. "It was adisaster. This spring we're very
optimistic.· We have a good
team."
Beginning with the
William
and Mary
/Kiskiack Invitational hosted by the Kiskiack Golf Club
in Williamsburg, Va., March
9-10,
Feaganes plans to bring
Marshall University up
from its last place rank to
qualify for the NCM
Championship. As one of 24
teams scheduled, with a
good start off the blocks,

·end Randy Moss was entering
the NFL draft.
It's perplexing to me why
such amove fixated the imagination of so many people on
campus
and in theThesurrounding community.
mood of
people I have talked· to is
one of despair and disappointment. Is the world going to
end now that Moss has left?
Will
moonandturnotherto blood,
earththeshake,
disasters
straight
from intheHuntingbook of
Revelations occur
If so, let me know when
it'ton?
s going
to happen so I can
jot it down on my calendar.
Some folks have said that
Moss should stay for another
year and make a run at the
Reisman Trophy and perhaps
get a little bigger. Why? If

GRE

PREP COURSE
The Department of Continuing Education is
offering ashort course to provide students
opportunities to concentrate on the skills
which are necessary for agood performance
on the Graduate Record Exam.
Saturdays
February 7, 14, 21, 28, March 14
9:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
CTC 135
$215. (Includes textbook)
MU students or graduates -10% discount

Pre-reeistration is required
For Further Information, or To Register
Call
CONTINUING EDUCATION
Marshall Community &Technical College
697-3113

Missy Young

Stephen Hood, from Belfast, Ireland recently joined
the Golf team.

Marshall has an opportunity to develop momentum for
the season,Feaganes said.
"William and Mary is a
real good tournament to
start the season/' he said.
"It's the type of tournament
we have a chance of winning.
It could
lead"to bigger
and better
things.

someone had told me when I
was a8ophomore that I could
work
newspaper
make atsixabig
figures
a yearandI
wouldn't be typing this column right now. What is there
totington
keep Moss
here in year?
Hunfor another
Another stirring match-up
against a corner back who
isn't aplayer of Moss' caliber?
My skin is all a tingle with
anticipation.
Ijust don't Ree what the big
deal is. Don't tell me he is a
hero. Aperson who is carrying 15 hours of classes, working 40
weekWill
andthere
raising
kidshours
is aahero.
be headlines when that person leaves school early, not
because they have a multimillion dollar chance of alifetime, but because they can't
afford to go to school anymore because of family responsibilities? Will there be
headlines when I graduate?
Heaven knows there should
be,Herd
but there
fans won'
shouldt be.look at
what they have and not what
they perceive to be a devastating loss. Thereis nothing
left herefor him to do.

STUDENT

LEGAL
••••AID
•
FREE
LEGAL ADVICE

for
MUAttorney
STUDENTS
••••Hours:
•

Tuesday &Friday
12:30 p.m.- 2p.m.
Located in MSC 2W23

696-2285

Crazy about comics...

Marshall students make up big
percentage of comic customers
Two comic book shops on Fourth Avenue in Huntington
claim many students at Marshall have caught acase of
comic book fever. Owners say the industry is changing to
better suit amore mature and broader audience. Many
students say the detailed and descriptive artwork is
one of the major reasons they buy comic books.

Friday in Life!
Thursday, Jan. 22, 1998
Page edited by Robert McCune
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*your entertainment guide
for activities and events at
and outside of Marshall.

On Campus

70-year-ol
d
theater
decorated
with elaborate, unique history

by CHRISTINA REDEKOPP upon the stage may seem other theaters before the
Keith-Albee," he said.
news editor
countless.

-

As moviegoers sit in the
Keitn-Albee Theatre, they
may never wonder about who
was sitting in that exact
chair 70 years ago. Or
how many stars have
appeared on the
screen in front of
them.
One may be sitting in a chair
where someone saw
his or her first
talkie. Or in aseat
in the grand, ornate theater of the
Keith-Albee where
the amount of
~ voices that have
off the
• -~!
walls and the
·• : echoed
number of feet
photo by Vicente Alcan,z that have danced
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In his 8th floor office above
Glenn's Sporting Goods,
where movie posters such as
Grease and Primary Colors
are displayed on the walls and
magazines such as Box Office
are stacked neatly on the floor,
Derek Hyman told of how he
grew up in the Keith-Albee
and how the theater grew in
his family.
"The name Keith-Albee
comes from a Vaudeville circuit of that time. It was to
entice the Vaudeville circuit,"
Hyman said, who is president
of the Greater Huntington
Theatre Corporation formed
in 1925.
He said the theater was finished in May 1928 when
Vaudeville was going out and
talkies were coming in. Hyman's grandfather, Abe Hyman, was responsible for building the theater which has
been in the Hyman family
ever since.
Hyman said his grandfather, born in Pocahontas
County, came to Huntington
where he opened atavern with
a nickelodeon. "I think that's
what got them interested in
theater. Tr"'v had a couple
LEFT: The film "Lucky You,"
starring Doris Day, is just
one of the many shows that
have gone through the KeithAlbee Theatre, which has
been open since 1928.
BOTTOM: The interior of
the Fourth Avenue theater is
ornately and elaborately decorated in a gold-colored
plaster. Where the concession stand is, there was once
only aset of double doors.

Thomas Lamb, an architect
famous for designing theaters,
designed the Keith-Albee,
Hyman said. He is also known
for designing the Ohio Theater
in Columbus.
The amount of money budgeted for the building of the
theater was $250,000. But
Hyman said this was spent by
the time the basement was
finished.
Including the amount spent
on the basement, $2 million
was needed to complete the
theater. This additional
money was borrowed from the
bank and other theaters had
to be sold during the Depression to keep the Keith-Albee
open.
Hyman said the upkeep for
the theater is tremendous. He
said all the designs are made
of plaster which does not react
well with water.
The major items such as the
plaster designs and the seats
are original except some of it
had to be repaired because of
the flood of 1937.
The seats were salvaged,
however, because they were
removed and taken to the balcony when water was let into
the building to keep it from
collapsing.
Unfortunately, records of
any shows of the first few
decades are not available because they are in the basement of the theater in no particular order, Hyman said.
It may not be surprising
that an old theater like the
Keith-Albee, with its original
seats, gold-colored plaster, red
lights and shadowed corridors
has rumors of the paranormal
and underground tunnels connecting to other buildings.
Hyman said acouple of employees have told him that
they have seen something
strange in the basement but
he dispelled any thoughts of
the building being haunted.
"As a child I've played in
the Keith-Albee," he said. "I've
never run into any ghosts." He
said he used to run down the

ThursdaY,Jan.22, 1998

Philosophy Department, contergnce: "What is PostModernity?" Shawkey Dining Room, 1-5:30 p.m.
Graduate Student Council, execltive committee meetings, Memorial Student Center 2W20, 5-6:30 p.m.
Campus Christian Center, Campus Light Meeting,
CCC, 9p.m. For more information, contact: Matt Hayes
at 696-3057
Campus Crusade for Christ, Prime Time, Corbly 105,
9:11 p.m.
Newman Center, student gathering: God and Music,
9:15 p.m. For more information, contact: Fr. Bill Petro at
525-4618

Friday, Jan. 23, 1998

Philosophy Department, conference: "What is PostModernityr Shawkey Dining Room, 1-5:30 p.m.
Newman Center, Candlelight Mourning Service:
Remembering the harm inflicted by abortion. Bring a
candle. Courthouse at 5th Ave. and 8th St., 6-9 p.m. For
more information, contact: Fr. Bill Petro at 525-4618.

Sunday,
Jan. 25, 1998
f''ewman Center, masses at 10:15 a.m. and 5p.m. fol-

lowed by Super-chili-bowl on big screen, For more information, contact: Fr.' Bill Petro at 525-4618.
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111ursday, Jan. 22 -Feb. 19, 1998

WVPTV, Mister Roger's Neighborhood Sweater Drive,
receptacles to collect sweater.s from members of the
community will be placed at local branches banks and
public libraries in Charleston, S. Charleston, Huntington,
Kenova, Hurricane, Parkersburg and Ripley. To check tor
alocation, donors can call Carolyn Meadows at WPBYTV at 1-888-594-9729 or (304) 696-6630.
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mThe
Parthenon. If your club, group or organization has scheduled an upcoming event or meeting and would like to
publish your announcement here, come by The
Parthenon at 311 Smith Hall or call us at 696-6696.
Deadlines for the Tuesday calendar will be Monday by
noon. To get published in Thursday's calendar, turn in
your information by noon Wednesday.
dark corridors of the theater
as a child and climbed on
things he wasn't supposed to
as most children do.
He said the basement ends
at the curb where a boiler
room was put. "I'd be willing
to bet that's where the idea of
tunnels to the Frederick (formerly the Frederick Hotel) or
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the river came from."
As for the future he said,
"As long as we're in business
in Huntington I have apretty
good feeling we'll be in business with the Keith-Albee.
"My son has already declared he's taking my job when
he gets older," Hyman said of
his 7-year-old son.
LEFT: The theater has generally not changed since this
picture was taken a few
decades ago.
Some of the curtains may
have been replaced since
then, but the seats are original and theatergoers are still
keen on making sure they
get the best seats in the
house.
The dim lights, red cur•
tains and flamboyant decorations transport anyone attending aperformance at the
theater to times long past.
Photoprovided by The Grea:er Hun! 7gton
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